
SHOW, DON'T TELL
SENSORY DESCRIPTION

PROMPT ONE

In the Forest



Writing Exercise: The Five Senses
SIGHT, SOUND, TOUCH, TASTE AND SMELL
The power of sight is more than being able to see danger or find moving prey. Looking

out of a window, some things you will see allow you to project what you will encounter; to

anticipate danger or the need for certain types of clothing or perhaps the need for a tool

or gear, like an umbrella or sunscreen.

 
Look at the image on the cover page.

Try to describe it with a focus on only one sense at a time. For each of your senses, try to

relate the things you are perceiving to other senses or to other experiences or places. Show

your reader in words everything you perceive here in such a way that the reader can

perceive what you are describing with their own senses. Use specific description, like

colors and shapes and textures; green jagged edged leaf or sticky red paint. Use symbolic

description; billowy, cottony or stark edges; or sharp, tangy flavor or whining, thin

whistle.

Try juxtaposing descriptions that normally apply to a different sensory perception to

paint a poignant description in the one you are currently describing. For instance, the

sweet sound of music remembered like a distant dream of childhood. Perhaps the bright

explosion of sensation of cold, clear water poured over a parched tongue.

Practiced use of sensory description in your writing will help you draw in your readers.

You will be able to evoke emotional and visceral responses with the right evocation of the

senses.

 
In the image on the cover page, ask yourself what you would be able to see, hear, feel,

taste and smell if you were standing there.  Is this a cold fog or a hot and cloying smoke?

Is the ground soft and damp or solid and dry? If you touch the leaves, are they wet/dry,

smooth/velvety, crisp/flexible? After you study the image and have a good idea of what

scenario you have put yourself into, move on to page two for some prompting

instructions.



Writing Exercise: The Five Senses

Relate what you perceive with one sense to at least three other

senses.

Express how what you are perceiving is effecting you

emotionally.

Set a juxtaposing scene, such as how what you perceive is going

to effect you, now or later.

Express what you will miss most if this is the last thing you will

ever be able to experience through this sense.

Last, but far from least, describe how your perception through

one sense causes you to notice or look for perceptions through

any of your other senses.

In your descriptions:

Feel free to send me your completed exercises.

I would love to see what you create.

Look for more settings, scenes and prompts coming soon!


